
 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose the underlined part is pronounced differently.  

1.  

A. story  

B. worry  

C. fly  

D. study 

2.  

A. ride  

B. like  

C. nice  

D. fish 

3.  

A. fever  

B. very  

C. bed  

D. well 

4.  

A. school  

B. chocolate  

C. child  

D. cheap 

5.  

A. island  

B. story  

C. princess  

D. strong 

II. Odd one out.  
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1.  

A. bored   

B. dangerous   

C. busy   

D. climb 

2.  

A. prince    

B. castle   

C. king   

D. princess 

3.  

A. astronaut   

B. pilot   

C. architect   

D. spaceship  

4.  

A. hospital      

B. teacher   

C. office   

D. stadium  

5.  

A. hometown    

B. park   

C. museum   

D. post office  

IV. Choose one word in the brackets to complete the sentences.  

1. Lan usually _______ to school by bicycle. (go, goes, going ) 

2. Nam and I _______ going to have a picnic. (is, are, am ) 

3. He serves in the police. He is a ________. (work, doctor, policeman ) 

4. What time _____ you have lunch yesterday? (did, do, does) 

5. These shoes are _____ than those ones. (big, biger, bigger ) 



 

IV. Find ONE mistake in each sentence below and correct.  

1. Mr. Brown always goes to work in car. 

2. Phong wants to being a footballer.  

3. How many milk do you drink every day?  

4. What your favorite season?  

5. I think playing piano is much difficult than playing guitar.   

V. Reorder the given words to make correct sentences.  

1. use/ People/ their/ teeth/ toothbrushes/ to/ clean 

_____________________________________________. 

2. can/ How/ get/ to/ I/ the/ museum? 

_____________________________________________? 

3. Nam/ go/ didn’t/ to/ school/ yesterday/ he/ had/ a fever/ because. 

_____________________________________________. 

4. Tuan/ reads/ often/ science/ books/ does/ and/ sports/ the/ in/ gym. 

_____________________________________________. 

5. Linda/ the/ matter/ What/ was/ yesterday/ with/  

_____________________________________________? 

VI. Complete the passage with the given words.  

peaceful            spring               noisy               enjoy            shops 

Hello. My name’s Thien. It is not easy to answer the question:  “Which one is more exciting, 

life in the city or life in the countryside?”. Personally, I really (1) ______ living in the 

countryside because life here is (2) _______ and the people are friendly. The villages are 

normally small and quiet. The fields are green, windy and beautiful with flowers in the (3) 

_____ and the birds singing in the summer. There are not many people, (4) ______ and 

traffic here. Sometimes I go to the Hanoi with my parents. I see a lot of people there so the 

streets are always so crowded and (5) ______, things are also more expensive. I think it’s 

more suitable for me to live in the countryside. 

-------------------THE END------------------- 

 

 

 

 


